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Abstract: Education is a basis of the state development, which always represents interests of society and
performs its social order on the put tasks, forms public demands on knowledge and prospects. This article is
focused on the theoretical foundations of evaluation the USA teachers’ pedagogical competence;
methodological foundations of its diagnosis which are found out; the determinations of theoretical and
methodological foundations the teachers’ pedagogical competence are formulated; the comparative analysis
table of evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical competence in Ukraine and USA is presented. There is a
requirement of  reforming the higher  education,  modernization the Institutions of Higher Learning,
improvement the quality of educational services in connection with society development and that is a matter
of studying the foreign experience, for introduction the advanced newest technologies in education process
and a successful development of education. It’s concerning especially those transformations of innovation
branches which add weightiness to the Ukrainian diplomas of specialists to the world standards requirement
in general.
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INTRODUCTION 1998 and 2008. Current authorization for the programs in

The USA highly development system of education Before each reauthorization, Congress amends additional
has a lot of Institutions of getting knowledge at schools programs, changes the language and policies of existing
(private and state) and Universities. Each of the 50 states programs, or makes other changes [2].
has its own laws regulating education [1. p. 49]. States The considerable work of the National Center for
play a strong central role in the election of learning Education Statistics in the USA and Canada is
material for their students and programs of evaluating the introduction the program “Definition and Selection of
teachers’ pedagogical competence. Some bills, acts and Competence. Theoretical and Conceptual Foundations”
programs of Higher Education were adopted in the USA. or with a short title “DeSeCo”. The experts of this program
The Higher Education Act of 1965 (HEA) was legislation are representatives of education, business, labor, health.
signed into United States on November 8, 1965, as part of They determine, competence as person’s ability to satisfy
President Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society domestic the individual and social necessities successfully, to fulfill
agenda. The law was intended “to strengthen the the put tasks underlining that every competence is based
educational resources of our colleges and universities and on combination of cognitive relations and practical skills,
to provide financial assistance for students in values, emotions, knowledge and abilities, all that it is
postsecondary and higher education.” It increased federal possible to mobilize for an active action [3].
money given to universities, created scholarships, gave This program DeSeCo was initiated at the end of 1997
low-interest loans for students and established a National and managed by the Swiss Federal Statistical Office with
Teachers Corps. The Higher Education Act of 1965 was major support from the United States Department of
reauthorized in 1968, 1971, 1972, 1976, 1980, 1986, 1992, Education, National Center for Education Statistics.

the Higher Education Act expires at the end of 2013.
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Important considerations underlying the DeSeCo of diagnosing the quality level of teachers’ knowledge
Program are: a broad scope defining key competencies as and definition of their rating in the process of pedagogical
encompassing participation not only in the labor market activity, in the standard laws, documentary requirements,
but also in the different arenas of contemporary standards of evaluation and the protected scientific
democratic societies;  the assumption  that  it is possible researches in the methodology, which are fixed in
to identify a limited number of extremely relevant pedagogical and methodical literature, concerning the
competencies that go beyond the subject-bound teachers’ vocational training. 
curriculum offered by schools; the existence of different On the basis of the accepted laws, acts and decisions
conceptual and disciplinary approaches to the definition of Education Department, to theoretical foundations of
of competencies; and the need to negotiate and balance evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical competence in USA
priorities linked to the selection of key competencies can be suggested: it is accordance of requirements the
(which will be applied in the work place, in social relations, higher education in forming the teachers’ pedagogical
in democratic processes, etc.) among policy makers [3]. competence; it is the presence theoretical base of

The originality of education at the Institutions of knowledge for professional preparation the teachers; it is
Higher Learning in the USA consists in its many-sided actuality the informative environment in preparation the
nature and  branching,  in  division the universities on teachers and increasing the pedagogical competence.
state and private, in their  difference  on  quality  and The evaluation of teachers’ pedagogical competence
quantity of degrees which are appropriated to teachers in Ukraine mainly takes place after the students’ end-point
who have the systems of test units, features of work at progress in groups where they have the teaching process
the faculty and ratings of pedagogical competence. of  educational  discipline  by the proper pedagogical

The Main Part: The evaluation of teachers’ tests of  diagnosing the teachers’ knowledge level of
pedagogical competence in the USA-is one of important high-quality, questionnaire of students and colleagues,
factor of  improvement  the  quality of education process represents the experts’ opinion and administration at the
at the Institutions of Higher Learning. The process of Institutions of Higher Learning. However, these criteria of
evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical competence is evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical competence don’t
realized at  scientifically and  methodical higher level fully specify  on  all  constituents of the diagnosing.
which began to study and to take root at the Institutions That’s why the evaluation of teachers’ pedagogical
of Higher Learning in Ukraine and many countries of the competence after the students’ end-point progress isn’t
world. objective, because determination the students’ knowledge

After having studied the laws in the sphere of level can be biased. However, such approach is assumed
education, it’s necessary to concentrate attention to in the process of diagnosing and searching the objective
theoretical and methodical foundations in the process of criteria of evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical
evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical competence, competence  and  pedagogical activity. Sometimes, there
especially to their proficiency, skills and scientific is the formal approach of evaluation the teachers’
character. pedagogical competence in the process of practical

Theoretical foundations of evaluation the teachers’ activity. Teachers can give high marks to students in the
pedagogical competence is the adopted laws, the process of assessment  their knowledge level for
documentary requirements, the established standards of reserving higher  pedagogical  ratings. But, in this case,
evaluation and scientifically well-founded representation the results of evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical
of methodology of diagnosing, in the pedagogical and competence and assessment the students’ knowledge
methodical literature concerning vocational training of level won’t be objective. For this reason, it is very
teachers, their professionalism, scientific character and important, the teachers should realize that the process of
competence, in the process of pedagogical activity. assessment the students’ knowledge level must be

Methodical foundations of evaluation the teachers’ objective, systematic, independent of determination their
pedagogical competence at the Institutions of Higher pedagogical competence ratings.
Learning is considered: in methods and approaches of Testing the teachers’ pedagogical competence also
diagnosing the quality level of teachers’ knowledge, has failings in the process of evaluation because the
principles and standards. Methodical foundations of personal descriptions and psychological mood of
evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical competence is students are not taken into account in the process of
practically application of methods, approaches, principles determination the lecturers ratings. As a rule, the
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questions of different contents are included to the test different opinions to the distribution students to such
tasks, which sometimes are differs from those which were groups in the process of studying. 
examined in the process of studying the educational Teachers who work in the groups of the gifted
discipline. There are quite little creative tasks and plenty students  have a stimulus to increase their knowledge
of questions which expose purpose and aims of level rapidly; because students have the capability to gain
pedagogical test. knowledge very easy and they try to obtain information

It is very important to underline, that students have from different sources. However, teachers who work in
a different level of capabilities, skills and abilities, that’s groups where students need the additional attention and
why the large number of individual peculiarities and lecturers use the pedagogical capabilities persistently to
reproaches to gain deep knowledge are used. In the highlight the  material for studying, but during the
process of teaching discipline the lecturer tries to process of assessment the students’ end-point level of
highlight the educational material for all students, such as progress is far below than in the groups of gifted young
for talented ones and for those, who take the necessary people. That’s why the teachers’ persistence can’t be the
information slower. If a teacher from own initiative will basic criteria of measurement the pedagogical
organize the extra classes for students who perceive competence.
educational material slower, then he/she will have the Thus, the evaluation of teachers’ pedagogical
possibility to explain the educational material once more competence, estimate their rating, must be carried out on
and students will find out own initiative, to meet with their the basis of comprehensive approach to determinate the
teacher in an order to find out blanks of studying material level  of qualification,  then  to save its stimulant  role.
in extracurricular time. That’s why, to depend upon the The purposes of assessment and its reproaches must be
end-point of students’ knowledge for taking high marks included to the process of teachers’ evaluation and the
in the process of their assessment to define the teachers’ members of administration should be objective. 
pedagogical competence is not appropriately, as students The process of evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical
have different physiology capacities to study the competence is foreseen by measuring of all aspects of
educational material and gain knowledge [4]. their pedagogical activity-macro and micro indexes

The main point of evaluation the teachers’ (marks) [7, p. 112.].
pedagogical competence is improving the existent criteria The students’ marks which they have got at the end
of diagnosing constantly, as they have failings in of semester, during the exams, written tests, studying
determination the teachers’ ratings and don’t fully expose competitions, different science research, teacher’s’
the  requirements of objectivity, that’s why they need creative achievements and the level of increasing their
their substantial revision. It is necessary to account all qualification   are     called     macro    indexes   (marks).
aspects of teachers’ pedagogical activity in the process The students’ marks which they have got in the process
of evaluation such as: their ability to teach the students of the verbal and writing questioning, the results of
and take part in the process of diagnosing. H. W. Marsh individual features with work in group and with every
underlines “there is no single criterion of effective student in particular, the teachers’ implementation of
teaching; and tentative interpretations of relations with temporal tasks in the process of studying are called micro
validity criteria and potential biases must be scrutinized in indexes (marks). As a rule, micro indexes don’t occupy a
different contexts and must examine multiple criteria of fundamental place in the process of diagnosing, because
effective teaching” [5, p.3]. Thus, the criteria of evaluation it’s hard to measure them and the estimating criteria do
the teachers’ pedagogical competence should be studied not determine their basic essence in an educational
and improved immediately process. These indexes fall out of the rating system of

For example, in Ukraine, there is an approach to evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical competence, but
distribute the students into groups according to without them,  it  is impossible to mark about objectivity
approximately identical level of knowledge in the process of the whole system of diagnosing. It is, for this reason,
of studying the foreign language only. This method is very  important  to include for the criteria of evaluation,
often named the English loan-word “stream” it means that the quality  determination of educational process, the
students may be have the same level of knowledge and level of teachers’ spiritual development, his range of
possibilities to study the material; a group of students interests and intellectual development. It is necessary,
who have been classed according to academic that macro and micro  indexes  (marks) should highlight
performance, stream-students [6, p. 980]. There are many the teaching subject and quality of educational process at
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Institutions of Higher Learning, but don’t light up the As a system of evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical
quantitative indexes only. Thus, the teachers’ scientific competence in Ukraine has recently started at the
and educate activity have to be included to macro and Institutions of Higher Learning. That’s why the marks
micro indexes (marks), as educate and searching validity has noticeable divergences with the process of
orientation is foreseen on lecture, seminar and practical studies and specifies on the proper participants’ behavior
classes during the process of teaching the subject. during the diagnosing. Although, It can be noticeable

There are many serious problems with marks’ validity, enough the divergence marks of validity, but the
which specify on divergence of results the pedagogical students’ testing results, questioning in relation to
competence in the process of teachers’ evaluation. It’s determine  the  teachers’ pedagogical competence is one
touching especially those teachers who try to define the of important approaches of evaluation the quality of
students’ high-quality level of knowledge biased and be teaching subject and the process of education at
bought on their marks in the process of evaluation the Institutions of Higher Learning.
pedagogical competence. Thus, there is a inflation of The students of USA can independently elect
marks  the education standards of the process of courses which  will help them to become highly skilled
evaluation  goes  down,  teachers’  authority is lost [8]. and professional specialists in future. But the students of

Comparative analysis of Evaluation the Teachers’ Pedagogical Competence at the Institutions of Higher Learning in Ukraine and the usa
Institutions of Higher Learning in Ukraine Institutions of Higher Learning in the usa
1.The first attempts to carry out the evaluation of teachers’ pedagogical 1.The evaluations of teachers’ pedagogical competence have been started
competence have been started at the beginning of the XX-th century.  at the beginning of the 20th years of the XIX-th century.
2. The evaluation occurs on the public beginnings taking into account an 2. There is a function of teachers’ stimulation and encouragement, in
administrative function.  particular, the continuation of contracts at the prestige Institutions of 

Higher Learning; official increases; giving the special raised grant to
teachers’ salaries, tours and vacations in a summer period and 
others like that. 

3. It is mainly carried out by administration of Higher Learning 3. The politicians, workers of the Education Departments, experts, the
Institutions, its students and colleagues. administration of Higher Learning Institutions, students, graduating

students, parents and modern newest technologies are included to 
the evaluation process of objective realization. 

4. Certainly, students and members of teaching staff and administration 4. An evaluation process takes place on the basis of students’ questionnaire,
of Higher Learning Institutions are invited to the process of evaluation the teaching staff, graduating students, parents; verbal and writing questioning;
teachers’ pedagogical competence. The questionnaire, verbal and writing taking the web pages Ratemyprofessors  at the Internet sites; the opinion
questioning is partly included to the process of evaluation.  of the administration of Higher Learning Institutions and experts is 

taken into account. 
5. The received information of the evaluation process of teachers’ pedagogical 5. Information of theevaluation process of teachers’ pedagogical competence
competence spreads and takes a place at the certain Institution of Higher Learning. is accessible widely to everybody and takes place at the Internet sites of

the certain Institution of Higher Learning, in newspapers and the 
special issues of magazines connecting with education.

6. The received information of evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical competence 6. The collected information of evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical
is analyzed by administration of Higher Learning Institution and becomes a competence is processed, analyzed and becomes a feed-back between users
productive connection between the guidance of this Institution and a teacher.  and producers of education services, gives the real possibility for students

to choose the necessary specialization for their future professional activity.
7. As a rule, an evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical competence is an 7. The evaluation of teachers’ pedagogical competence occurs for
information source on perception students of the teaching material and the reformatting the education and modernization the Higher Learning
organization educational process.  Institution. 
8. Programs of domestic Higher Learning Institutions limit students in 8. Surely, the results of evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical competence
possibility independently to be defined and select courses for the extent influences on an independent choice of training courses by students
future professional work. that will help them to become highly skilled and professional experts.
9. Self-improvement of teachers’ pedagogical competence occurs by 9. There are general federal standards to the process of evaluation the
passing the improvement courses of qualification, current checks organized teachers’ pedagogical competence and self-improvement which apply for
by the heads of Higher Learning Institution and regular visiting by colleagues  this or that pedagogical position.
10. There is a necessity of carrying out the evaluation of teachers’ pedagogical 10. Evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical competence takes place annually
competence, for the purpose of improvement the quality of educational process and it’s one of requirements for lectures’ pedagogical activity in Higher
at Higher Learning Institution.  Learning Institution.
11. The process of evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical competence is on 11. The process of evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical competence is
self-financing of Higher Learning Institution.  financed by the USA government, the Departments of Education, 

separate states where the Higher Learning Institution is located. 
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Ukraine haven’t got such possibility to choose courses The process of evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical
for future professional activity, as it is not foreseen of competence and determination their rating mustn’t be
the program at Institutions of Higher Learning. As a rule, only for their attestation, it should be continuous and
the students of Ukraine don’t want to take part in the engulf all lecturers at Higher Learning Institution with
process of evaluation the teachers’ pedagogical purpose to increase the quality of educational process at
competence, because they understand that they won’t be higher establishment, its popularization and image.
able to influence on planning and organization the
learning subjects. The results of students questioning REFERENCES
and filling the anonymous tests can be marked on rating
of teachers’ pedagogical activity, but not to have an 1. Portrait of the USA, 1997. People, Geography,
influence on organization the educational services at History, Government, Business, Education, Science,
Institutions of Higher Learning. It is necessary to interest United States: Department of States, pp: 97.
students for taking part in the process of evaluation the 2. Law of  the USA “Higher Education Act” of 1965
teachers’ pedagogical competence actively and  determine (was reauthorized in 1968, 1971, 1972, 1976, 1980,
the teachers’ knowledge level with application and 1986, 1992, 1998 and 2008).
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CONCLUSIONS Pedagogical  Competence:   Educational  accessory.
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approaches. Russian Institutions of Higher Learning. Marks

Evaluation  the  teachers’  pedagogical competence qualities of services given by Institutions of Higher
at Higher Learning Institution in Ukraine is a desirable Learning.. Questions of economy, 6: 106-115.
process to modernize educational establishments and 8. Marsh, H.W., 1987. Students’ Evaluations of
reform  higher  education potentially; to promote quality University Teaching, pp: 311-318.
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professional, scientific, ethics qualities of teachers to / Ccomposer  and   editor-in-chief  V.T.Bysel.,  2007.
perfect the skilled providing of educational process; to K: Irpen "Perun", pp: 1736.
improve  an   evaluation  method,  taking  into  account 10. A Guide for Institutions of Higher Education of the
the opinion of external users of educational services. National Board for Professional Teaching Standards
These positive indexes of evaluation the teachers’ “Using National Board Standards to Redesign
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at the market of educational and scientific services of
Ukraine in the context of globalization and euro
integration.
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